Trd 3000gt

The car is a tuned version of the Fourth Generation Toyota Supra. It only appears in Gran
Turismo and Gran Turismo 2. The company uses its track experience to turn normal road cars
into stunning race replicas. Take the MR2 for example. TRD will turn this little mid-engined
sportster into the wild GT. It's a full mm wider than the standard car and features an aggressive
aero cowl to completely re-style the front end, turning it into a tarmac-snorting mean machine.
The wheel arches are massively widened to cope with huge alloy wheels and chunky side skirts
and re-worked bumpers are also added to go along with a rear wing that wouldn't look out of
place on the grid at Suzuka. The suspension and engine can be tailor-made to suit your needs
and the number of combinations are far too many to list. The Chaser saloon is also a recipient
of the TRD treatment, with three engine options from two-litres to 2. Again there are major
styling enhancements including aero-bumpers with Cibie fog lamps plus a variety of lavish
interior trim embellishments. Again the options for engine and suspension modifications [1] are
almost endless. Its 50mm wider than the standard car thanks to major body building around the
wheel arches to house new, grippier rubber. The front spoiler includes a race-style diffuser and
there's an adjustable rear wing to alter the amount of downforce required. These sophisticated
aerodynamic aids were developed on the track of the All Japan GT Championships, while a
whole host of engine and suspension work can also be ordered - again with the knowledge that
TRD will have tried and tested its techniques on the race track. This car can only be obtained in
the Super Touring Trophy event. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account?
Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? The vehicle banner as it appears in Gran Turismo 1. The
vehicle banner as it appears in Gran Turismo 2. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. I came across this car after looking
through a small garage in Yokohama filled up with some mouthwatering modern day classics,
and there next to a one-owner NA1 NSX-R it sat in all its widened beauty. The transformation
begins up front with the bumper, an all new taller piece with an integrated finned lip spoiler and
a far bigger gaping grille to feed more air to the intercooler and radiator behind it. It arcs out on
the corners to line up with the wider front fenders giving an already totally different look
compared to a stock car. This was a special order piece, one I always assumed was made in
carbon fiber but was actually rather thick FRP. To help fill up the generous space now freed up
under the wheel arches Toyota had their inch two-piece five-spoke wheels fitted, 9. They could
probably do with a bit more width and offset to really give the car the modern day stance it
deserves. I never liked the JZA There, I said it. Now, I want one bad, I want to build one up and
do silly things with it. I just love how cleanly TRD executed the rear end too; pumping those
arches, no overfenders, no screws nor rivets, all super clean as it should be. Just look at those
hips. Part of the conversion was also a set of skirts which tied the front and rear ends together
beautifully, even adding larger rear side intakes into the mix for more presence. On the handful
of cars that TRD built officially, they never touched any of the engines. Who would right? The
car is set up to run two preset boost settings, a normal 1. When I noticed this I let out a deep
sigh of relief, as you know what I mean, on special cars like this, the more preserved the car is,
the better! The rest of the cabin, steering wheel included, has been left untouched. Even the
seats with their mid-nineties Toyota funky design fabric. The passenger side airbag cover has
been removed and replaced with that looks like a Top Secret carbon instrument cluster,
sporting three more gauges from the Trust catalogue. I do wonder if others like me have
discovered a newfound love for the JZA80 and if so just what is it that makes this car so damn
attractive? But 18 years later, evidence was provided that TRD had inversed this procedure with
the production of the TRD GT, a road model directly inspired by a competition car. While every
component of the TRD conversion became available to order individually as a dealer-fit
accessory, the ultimate and most exclusive incarnation was a factory-built model. Only 35
examples of these were ever produced, each of which came with its own specially numbered
VIN plate that officially re-classified the car as a TRD GT rather than a Toyota Supra. So
although the conversion did include enhanced engine-breathing products and uprated
suspension, the primary focus was on exchanging heavy original bodywork for aerodynamically
superior components made from fibre-reinforced plastic. At the front, the new TRD bumper
played a vital role in slicing through the air wall in front of the vehicle. The relatively sharp front
splitter sent some of the atmosphere under the car, where the flattened floor guided airflow
backwards to generate downforce and maximise the effect of the rear diffuser. Much of the rest
was directed through the larger bumper intake, which swallowed twice as much volume as the
original. It then used three dedicated ducts to efficiently channel air towards the radiator, turbo
intercooler offside and optional oil cooler nearside. Interestingly, one of the most instantly
recognisable styling elements of the TRD GT â€” its four geometric bonnet vents â€” were
carefully positioned to relieve negative air pressure from all that incoming air and
simultaneously improve cooling within the engine bay. But in general circumstances on the

road, their functionality was disabled by special panels attached to the underside that were
designed to protect the under-bonnet components from water damage. However, these could be
easily detached for summer blasts and track days. Moving to the sides, the TRD GT offered a
supercar stance with 60mm front and 50mm rear added to the overall width through widened
wing panels. Linking the two ends were squared-off skirts designed to prevent airflow travelling
along the upper surface of the body from interfering with ground level airflow. It also improved
the flow of air into the side ducts, if a differential oil cooler had been specified. At the rear, there
were two different high-level wing designs: Type-S and Type-R. Both offered a cross-section
and blade design that generated a greater aerodynamic advantage than that on the standard
Supra. Finally, the diffuser built into the bumper consolidated all the existing aerodynamic
refinements to effectively produce the downforce of the entire vehicle. Aiming for the same
dynamic appearance of a race car built for the road, the build was infused with many of the
styling cues and functional aero components seen in the iconic TRD GT â€” only ten examples
of which were ever officially supplied to the entire American market back in The distinctive
bonnet vents and high-level rear wing were modelled after the original, while extra width was
achieved by installing carefully crafted over-fenders. The look is further enhanced with a full
body wrap in a brushed silver vinyl that offers a visual nod to the original launch colour of the
TRD GT see opening photo , albeit accented this time with satin gold flourishes. Staggered inch
alloys, Tein coilover suspension and a custom HKS exhaust system complete the external
makeover. Read more: History of the Toyota Supra. Your email address will not be published.
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remember the GT for its famous hood and handsome wide proportions, the rest of us will
remember it from Gran Turismo. There are plenty of bad things about the internet, but one good
thing is that it's helped to create a kind of collective memory for things that might have
otherwise been forgotten. A good example is the Toyota Supra GT that was produced in very
limited numbers by Toyota's in-house performance arm, Toyota Racing Development. Had the
internet not become what it is, it would have been all too easy to forget this esoteric year-old car
that most people now remember from Gran Turismo. Still, despite its small production run,
many of the design features of that car have gone on to be staples of Supra modification in the
year
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s since. Now, we don't know too much about the new car, but TRD has released a mostly
inscrutable 5-minute, second video that appears to be made of grainy photocopies of cars to
tease us. We watched the whole thing -- somehow without dying of boredom -- and now so can
you. If you don't have that kind of time, it basically shows a very wide Supra-shaped-object with
a great big wing on the back. The excitement imparted by that tall wing is almost enough to
justify how bad the video was -- almost. Anyway, we don't know yet if any of the parts from this
concept are going to be offered for sale to the public or if it's going to be sold as a complete
car, but we're guessing we'll find out early next month. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on
topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion
threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Kyle Hyatt. Enlarge Image. Now playing:

Watch this: 5 things you need to know about the Toyota Supra.

